
Intelligent Voice is the only audio solution to support the combined Relativity Use Cases 
of both Data Subject Access Requests and Redactions.   

Intelligent Voice supports Data Subject Access Requests under GDPR, FOIA, etc., 
including where a case custodian submits a DSAR mandating a response ahead of the 
case disclosure schedule, and with separate redactions required.

Intelligent Voice supports multiple concurrent redacted versions of the same media file 
within Relativity, whether for separate review teams, separate use cases and / or multiple 
requesting parties, any one of which can be produced at any point.

Redactions can be created by authorized Relativity users by either: 

1. Clicking & dragging across the word or words in the transcribed index

2. Entering sub-second redaction start and end time stamps

Creating an audio redaction in either RelativityOne or Relativity Server:

1. Beeps out the audio

2. Blacks out the transcribed text on screen

3. Applies a grey shade to the navigable waveforms 

4. Generates a sub-second timestamped log of the redaction

Reach out to gary.cahalane@intelligentvoice.com to learn more about how Intelligent Voice and 
Relativity can help you with your next audio / video project.
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Intelligent Voice in Relativity supports the following 6 scenarios in all combinations:

1. Teams with different expertise

2. Hierarchies within a team, e.g.: where paralegals apply draft redactions for approval 
and reviewers confirm and approve

3. Different requesting parties, e.g.: multiple custodian on the same call recording, 
with the attorneys for different custodian requesting different redactions to that 
same recording

4. Sequential or overlapping requests from the same party, e.g.: a DSAR by the party 
alongside a pending case disclosure regarding the party or to the party

5. Separate regimes & redaction rules within a jurisdiction, e.g.: civil litigation versus 
law enforcement

6. Variations in privacy requirements across different jurisdictions, e.g.: New York 
versus Frankfurt, or Texas versus California

Any and all of these six scenarios are concurrently supported by within Relativity.  

Redacted files then integrate with Relativity’s own native file and extracted text 
production processes for both single file downloads and bulk production sets.  

There is no need wait until another team or colleague has produced their redacted 
media or/and text, or completed their review of redactions made, or even applied all 
their redactions to any given item, before beginning redactions of your own. 

The only cost from Intelligent Voice Limited is for the speech to text processing 
undertaken prior to redacting, itself supported by to-the-cent pre-processing billing 
assessments and post-processing confirmations within Relativity. Media redactions are 
then at no additional charge from Intelligent Voice Limited. 

“Our clients have the ability to manage audio and video files throughout the 
entire discovery process, from ingestion through to production, including the 
ability to make redactions of both text and media. CDS is proud to offer 
Intelligent Voice’s superior technology.”

Matthew Milone | Director of Federal Operations | Complete Discovery Source

“Our clients get access to end-to-end audio and video review technologies and  
workflows for regulatory investigations, litigation, Data Subject Access Requests, 
and discovery on both an enterprise and managed services basis.”

Barry Dark | CEO | Legility


